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Abstract

Flowers have played a key role all throughout human history. Some types of flowers were used
as food and continue to be used as food until the present day; others have healing properties and
are used as medicine. For Psychological sportive also used flower for relaxation by creating positive
energy for sportive. Early man also recognized the aesthetic function of flowers; in fact, some
ancient cultures believed that they could appease the spirits of their ancestors by decorating their
tombs with a particular type of flower. The most important function that flowers have, however,
is their power to convey deep human emotions especially for sportive. the physiological relaxing
effect brought by nature is becoming clear; however, many workers find it difficult to be exposed to
nature in their working environment. So, we work to classify flower dataset. the problem concerns
the identi?cation of IRIS plant species on the basis of plant attribute measurements. Classification
of IRIS data set would be discovering patterns from examining petal and sepal size of the IRIS plant
and how the prediction was made from analyzing the pattern to form the class of IRIS plant and
comparing between accuracy results and ratio of errors. By using this pattern and classification to
simplify the problem of classification naive Bayes, decision tree, support vector machine and PSO
are being introduced. This paper focuses on IRIS plant classification using Nave Bayes, decision
tree and SVM (kernel=radial, polynomial, sigmoid) and compare between accuracy and error ratio
of this algorithms.
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1 Introduction

In modern society, many sportive spend the majority of their time in intensely stressful states and have
no time for contact with nature outside of their immediate surroundings. Ever increasing development
and job pressures have resulted in an overly stressed society far removed from possible calming effects
of nature.

Previous studies have evaluated the psychological stress for sportive [5], and they have shown that
stressors for players not only cause psychological symptoms but also increase risk of heart disease [4]
and conditions such as sleeplessness [8].

In our stressful modern societies, the relaxing effect of natural stimuli is considered advantageous
compared with other stimuli. Many people are thus attracted to the physiological and psychological
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relaxing effect of exposure to nature [7, 9–11, 13, 14]. The flower that holds the most obvious meaning
is the rose, the eternal symbol of romantic love and desire. The most important function that flowers
have, however, is their power to convey profound human emotions and thoughts the way no other object
can. Whenever your feelings are too intense for words - be it love, grief, happiness, or gratitude - try
expressing them through the gift of flowers. You will find that, it will express your feelings perfectly.
Besides conveying messages, flowers can also affect our moods and influence our emotions. the effect of
flowers on sportive was conducted as follows.

1) Flowers have an immediate impact on happiness. Research participants expressed ”true” or
”excited” smiles upon receiving flowers, demonstrating extraordinary delight and gratitude.

2) Flowers have a lasting positive effect on moods. Those who participated in the study reported
feeling less depressed, anxious or agitated after receiving flowers. Additionally, they exhibited a
greater sense of enjoyment and life satisfaction.

3) Flowers tended to make intimate connections between people. The presence of flowers in the
surroundings of individuals led to increased contact with family and friends.

4) Flowers evoke feelings of compassion. Study participants who had fresh-cut flowers in their home
environment felt an increase in feelings of compassion and kindness for others. This true even
when the lowers were in the home for a relatively short time.

5) Flowers relieve ”the blues”. Simply put, study participants felt less negative after being around
lowers at home. Flowers placed in rooms frequented in the morning after arising can help to
dissipate the ”morning blahs”, they concluded.

6) Flowers give people a physical and psychological ”lift”. Increases in energy, happiness and enthu-
siasm at work were reported by those who had flowers in their home environment.

Perhaps the positive effect flowers have on sportive because Flowers create happiness, it Boost cre-
ativity, and it reduce stress and anxiety so we work to make classification on IRIS flower dataset.

Classification consists of assigning a class label to a set of unclassi?ed cases there are two types of
classification are supervised which is The set of possible classes is known in advance and unsupervised
which is Set of possible classes is not known. After classification we can try to assign a name to that class.
Unsupervised classification is called clustering. Machine learning is the science of getting computers to
act without being explicitly programmed. Machine learning is so pervasive today that you probably
use it dozens of times a day without knowing it. Neural network simulations appear to be a recent
development. However, this field was established before the advent of computers, and has survived at
least one major setback and several eras. Deep learning (also known as deep structured learning or
hierarchical learning) is part of a broader family of machine learning methods based on learning data
representations, as opposed to task-specific algorithms. Learning can be supervised, semi- supervised
unsupervised [2, 3].

2 Iris Flower Dataset

The iris flower dataset consist of 50 samples from each of three species of Iris (Iris setosa, Iris virginica
and Iris ersicolor) (See Figure 1). Four features were measured from each sample: The length and the
width of the sepals and petals, in centimeters. We try to classify flowers by using Nave Bayes, decision
tree and SVM (Kernel = Radial, Polynomial, Sigmoid) to obtain more exact results and compare
between this algorithms.
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Figure 1: Types of flowers: (a) Iris setosa; (b) Iris virginica; (c) Iris ersicolor

2.1 Nave Bayes Classifier

In machine learning, naive Bayes classi?ers are a family of simple probabilistic classifiers based on
applying Bayes’ theorem with strong (naive) independence assumptions between the features.

For each target value of ci(ci = c1, · · · , cl) P (ci)←− estimate P (ci) with examples in S.

For every feature Xik of each feature Xj(j = 1, · · · , F ; k = 1, · · · , Nj)P (Xj = Xik|Ci) ←− estimate
P (Xjk|Ci) with examples in S.

In test data set [P (a1|C) · · ·P (an|C]P (c) > [P (a1|ci) · · ·P (an|Ci)]p(ci), ci = c, ci = c1 · · · cl.

2.2 Decision Tree Classification

Decision tree builds classification or regression models in the form of a tree structure. It breaks down
a dataset into smaller and smaller subsets while at the same time an associated decision tree is incre-
mentally developed the final result is a tree with decision nodes and leaf nodes.

A decision tree is built top-down from a root node and involves partitioning the data into subsets
that contain instances with similar values (homogenous). ID3 algorithm uses entropy to calculate the
homogeneity of a sample. If the sample is completely homogeneous the entropy is zero and if the sample
is an equally divided it has entropy of one (See Figure 2).

Figure 2: Entropy of decision tree classification

2.3 Support Vector Machine

A support vector machine (SVM) constructs a hyper plane or set of hyper planes in a high dimensional
space, which can Be used for classification, regression, or other tasks like outliers detection intuitively,
a good separation is achieved by the hyper plane that has the largest distance to the nearest training
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data point of any class (so-called functional margin), since in general the larger the margin the lower
the generalization error of the classifier [1, 6, 12].

3 Results of Iris Flower Dataset

Naive Bayes Classifier:
Table 1 shows the result of naive Bayes algorithm by using Weka tool. In naive, we compute num-
ber of attributes and class label to classify points of flower as flower type (v iris color, vergencia,
setosa) then compute accuracy to know error ratio of this algorithm by using confusion matrix in
Table 2.

The way to compute the rate of error from confusion matrix is −→ Assume classification =
Absolute Error = 1 - sum(diagonal)/sum(table) ←− 1 - (50 + 48 + 46)/ (50 + 48 + 46 + 2 + 4)
= 1 - 0.96 = 0.04 (See Table 3).

Table 1: Naive Bayes classifier

Table 2: Detailed accuracy by class

Decision Tree:
In decision tree make classification by using entropy and information gain then split max informa-
tion gain as decision node and repeated until built tree consist of leaf and decision node. Figure 3
shows the result of decision tree which describe dataset that contain 5 (sepal length, sepal width,
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Table 3: Naive Bayes confusion matrix

petal width, petal length) attribute and 150 instance then split petal width that least than 0.6
as iris versicolor and so on to produce rules of tree then compute accuracy by using confusion
matrix.

Rules of Decision Tree:

R1: If (Petal Width) ≤ 0.6 THEN species = iris - setosa;

R2: If (Petal Width) > 0.6 And (Petal Width) ≤ 1.7 And (Petal Length) ≤ 4.9 THEN species
= iris - versicolor;

R3: If (Petal Width) > 0.6 And (Petal Width) ≤ 1.7 And (Petal Length) > 4.9 And (Petal
Width) ≤ 1.5 THEN species = iris - virginica[

R4: If (Petal Width) > 0.6 And (Petal Width) ≤ 1.7 And (Petal Length) > 4.9 And (Petal
Width) > 1.5 THEN species = iris - versicolor;

R5: If (Petal Width) > 0.6 And (Petal Width) > 1.7 THEN species = iris - verginica.

Figure 3: Rules of decision tree

Support Vector Machine:
By using R Studio draw points of dataset then colored each class with different color as shown in
Figure 4 then use 3 kernel type of SVM to make classify and compute accuracy.
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Figure 4: Ploting of Iris dataset

SVM (Kernel = Radial):
This is confusion matrix of support vector machine radial kernel algorithm on accuracy = 0.266
(See Figure 5).

Figure 5: Confusion matrix of support vector machine radial kernel algorithm

SVM (Kernel = Polynomial):
This is confusion matrix of support vector machine polynomial kernel algorithm on accuracy =
0.466 (See Figure 6).

SVM (Sigmoid Kernel):
This is confusion matrix of support vector machine polynomial kernel algorithm on accuracy =
0.1 (See Figure 7).

The best classification is (See Table 4:

SVM(Radial kernel) −→ Nave Bayes −→ decision tree −→ SVM(polynomial) −→ SVM(Sigmoid). (1)
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Figure 6: Confusion matrix of support vector machine polynomial kernel algorithm on accuracy = 0.466

Figure 7: Confusion matrix of support vector machine polynomial kernel algorithm on accuracy = 0.1
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Table 4: Classification results

4 Particle Swarm Optimization

Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is a computational algorithm which trying to solve problem by
improving solution by many regard given solutions. The algorithm solves the problem by having popu-
lations and divided it into particles and moving them to search space and performing many mathemat-
ical equations over the position. Velocity every particle of swarm movement is effect by 2 things (See
Figure 8):

1) The local best position;

2) The best velocity and in every iteration the position and velocity are updated by the other
particles. In the final, we reach the best solutions of the swarm.

Figure 8: PSO procedures

The PSO Mechanism:

1) Algorithm:

Vij(t + 1) = WVij(t) + r1c1(Pih(t)−Xij(t)) + r2c2(gj(t)−Xij(t))

Xij(t + 1) = Xij(t) + Vij(t + 1).

2) Results (See Figure 9):
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Trial >> Global best

Global best = struct with field :

positions : [−0.7206, 5.0267, 2.2930, 1.2321, 5.8240]

Cost : 66.4824

Trial >> Global best.position

ans : −0.7206, 5.0267, 2.2930, 1.2321, 5.8240

Figure 9: Results of PSO

3) Tools: The software that is used: RStudio, Weka, and Matlab.

5 Conclusion

This paper focuses on IRIS plant classification using Nave Bayes, decision tree and SVM (Kernel =
Radial, Polynomial, Sigmoid) and compare between accuracy and error ratio of this algorithms. The
problem concerns the identi?cation of IRIS plant species on the basis of plant attribute measurements.
Classification of IRIS data set would be discovering patterns from examining petal and sepal size of
the IRIS plant and how the prediction was made from analyzing the pattern to form the class of IRIS
plant. By using this pattern and classification. then we made PSO algorithm and present Results.
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